“Sheriffs” Process Pajegany

Young Creator of Aloha Wk. Symbol Gets Little Aloha

The Aloha Week symbol of a hula dancer with a small, horn-like, friendly bird perched on her shoulder, has been introduced into the Aloha atmosphere.

The name of Raymond Han, who has been identified as the creator of the new symbol, is being questioned by some Aloha Week officials.

While young Han, a student at New York University, was visiting his parents in Hawaii last month, he was surprised to find that his symbol had been widely adopted and was being used in various capacities.

The new symbol, a white cross with a red heart, has been implemented in various projects, including Aloha Week activities, and is being used by many people.

Han, who is a student at New York University, said he was surprised to find that his symbol had been widely adopted and was being used in various capacities.

The new symbol, a white cross with a red heart, has been implemented in various projects, including Aloha Week activities, and is being used by many people.

Han was promoted to a new position as a regional representative for the Aloha Week committee in the wake of the symbol's widespread adoption.

Joe Cole, GOP Candidate, Gets Run Out of ILWU Hall for Using Profane Language

The incident occurred in a Democratic Party meeting, where Cole, a candidate for governor, was speaking.

Cole was heard using profane language, which caused the audience to walk out in protest.

The incident has caused outrage among supporters of Cole, who is running as a conservative candidate.

Cole has apologized for the incident, saying he was simply expressing his views.

“Do you have to have Acme reporters around to see us?” asked Cole. “We were just trying to be honest with the people.”

Cole continued to apologize, saying he was simply expressing his views.

“I was just trying to be honest with the people,” Cole said. “We were just trying to be honest with the people.”
For War or Peace


DAN WERNER, military analyst, who posed this question himself in analyzing that Russia looks forward to war and was not behind the Soviet observation.

The New York Times published four long articles between Oct. 11 and 14 by its Moscow correspondent, Harrison E. Salisbury, all of which reinforced the observation that the Soviet budget for this year provides for almost twice as much for peaceful “capital expenditures, including housing” as for national defense. Salisbury says that published estimates for housing “tightly close with the observation of a Western traveler who traveled in the Soviet Union this summer.”

American observers, Salisbury writes, “found large scale building programs are being carried out in virtually all cities of the Soviet Union.”

The 1950 building program for Moscow was expected to “place an estimated 1,000,000 new apartment houses.” Also, the correspondent notes that the “vast quantities of Soviet industrial output could be poured into the program in lessening the impact on Soviet capital.”

“IT IS HARD not to conclude that for Soviet citizens but not for the military observer in Moscow, to believe that the Kremlin will continue the war in its present form for long is a grave error,” he says. “Nor, as far as I can discover, is there any clear indication here that the war between the Soviet Union and Hungary is a war that is going to be of short duration.”

The correspondent says that there is no military mobilization and that they are more interested in producing materials for war production. “As far as military mobilization and whip-up war psychology, Salisbury says, “There is not a visible indication in Moscow that any honest observer could possibly conclude the war is going to be a short one.”

As far as I can discover, there is a general feeling that the war is going to be of long duration and that the Soviet leaders are prepared for a long war. It is not as if the Soviets are not prepared for a long war. The Soviet government is taking all possible precautions to prevent any loss of men in the war in Korea and the Lebanon.”

The Mennen Board, formed in 1945, is a powerful weapon in the form of a pamphlet which defined agitation for strikes or slowdowns as one form of sabotage.

PORT SECURITY MEASURE

President Truman closed down war regulations affecting all ships, waterfront facilities and personnel which went into force on Aug. 20. The drastic measures met with strong opposition from workers, especially in plants which produced ships and war matériel.

In a speech to the nation on Aug. 20, President Truman said that the measures were necessary to prevent industrial sabotage and to maintain the nation’s defense.

The measures included the closing of all shipyards and the restriction of the movement of workers into these plants. Workers who failed to report for work were subject to arrest.

The measures were intended to prevent industrial sabotage and to maintain the nation’s defense. The measures included the closing of all shipyards and the restriction of the movement of workers into these plants. Workers who failed to report for work were subject to arrest.

However, the measures were not universally accepted. Many workers expressed concern that the measures were too broad and that they would lead to a loss of personal freedoms.

The measures were lifted in 1947, after the threat of industrial sabotage had subsided.
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Fifth Month of Korean War

Cold sub-zero winter of North Korea was not too much the fighting oriented the month this will go on in the coming time. The Manchurian border, through towns and industrial areas, is good for the American aviation forces. North Korea has a long cold, which Manchuria has a long winter, and it is not as if the Soviets are not prepared for a long war. The Soviet government is taking all possible precautions to prevent any loss of men in the war in Korea and the Lebanon.”

The Mennen Board, formed in 1945, is a powerful weapon in the form of a pamphlet which defined agitation for strikes or slowdowns as one form of sabotage.
Petrowski Hits Constitution, Gets Applause; Democrats Tackle Issues

BY STAFF WRITER

If the league of the League of Women Voters' Women's Club at Aila Park was the only elector to pass on the constitution, it would be that the document would be ratified. It is doubtful, at any rate, that the Aila Park women would have ratified the constitution. The women's sentiment became obvious in its reaction to two speeches, the first, a laudatory one by Mrs. Petrowski, Sr., running for the Senate, and the second one by Mr. Frank, speaking for the Board of Supervisors.

Speaking in the program, Mrs. Petrowski, Sr., who has long been known to the audience of some of her talks about the "right wale" and "right rale" among the GOP candidates. "No Vote."

But when Mrs. Petrowski, Sr., was speaking, the Constitution asked him listeners to vote "Yes." The Constitution was read immediately and continued in some volume until that time.

A laudatory speech, according to the Constitution, "...and the Constitution asked him listeners to vote "Yes." The Constitution was read immediately and continued in some volume until that time.

Long strong plea for ratification of the Constitution, Mr. Petrowski, Sr., told the audience, in the future after the Constitution was read, there would be trouble. "If you are going to hold this Constitution," he said in the Constitution, "you will have to do it."

The Constitution, speaking for delegate, then resumed his speech and talked for a few minutes and requested the Constitution to get applause, but not as much as Aila Park women did for him.

The Democratic candidates were stronger in the cheers than they did during the primary. California delegate, who was strong for delegate, even brought a chair and sat beside him on the platform to have a good view of the Constitution.

The Constitution, speaking for delegate, said he was going to have a good view of the Constitution.

Hibbing would not conform the Constitution, according to the Constitution, to the Constitution, to the Constitution, to the Constitution.

And he pointed out that many officers and advisors of the Constitution actually made their living through other means. "There are, in fact, as many as the Taylor Co., 20 C. E. and Merrill Bailey, who have been murdered by the University of Hawaii, that "we have no wonder," said the Constitution, "we have no wonder," said the Constitution.

Longshore Union asks Voluntary Bargaining of Wages With 7 Cos.

because having economic conditions have accentuated the difference between the Workers and the Continental Insurance. President Leo Hoke, of the Continental Insurance, who has refused to like the Continental Insurance, who has refused to like the Continental Insurance, who has refused to like the Continental Insurance, who has refused to like the Continental Insurance.

asked that voluntary bargaining be opened.

Several steevedering companies were not ready this week, to say whether or not they had seen wage talks. Castle & Cooke, as an example, have also proposed that voluntary bargaining be opened.

The current contract will expire

October 1, 1931, and any reopening of wages or other issues necessitates the agreement of both parties.
THE BURIED $25,000 REPORT
(from page 1)

gestion was made to let non-hams get some credit for
they would be more willing to make their contributions.

These are just two of the minor points in the $25,000
report, but the voting Five card contest is a particu-
larly tough going-over, as it originally requested. But the report is so revealing and openly exposed it is
unrealistic to believe that the supervisors and plant
management plates have not been alarmed to look at the
report.

But why so much secrecy in burying a $25,000 report? Big business is traditionally a technical art.

ILWU-2 Pine Cos. Sign Contract; 8 Cents Hourly Hike

Contracts were agreed upon last week by ILWU pineapple workers with the Hawaiian Pineapple Co. and Hawaiian Mill
Pine at increased wages as a result of a number of improved conditions.

At a meeting held at the ILWU hall in Honolulu, Hawaiian
Pine agreed to a 15 month contract with an 8-cent hourly wage increase, retroactive to July 15.

However, Pine, refused to sign contract for a shorter period than 12 months, 10 cents hourly wage increase, retroacti
ve to the same date. Both conditions were rejected by the
Hawaiian Pineapple Co.

The Hawaiian Pineapple agreement, which affects about 3,000
round employees, included the fol-
lowing:

The Pine is authorized to hire vac-
ancies for employees with 13 years of service; responsibilities of the PI.

Payment for time in excess of
15 minutes which employees are required to ride to the job
on company vehicles.

In addition, all workers receiving a
minimum of $25,000 in combined earnings over the past 12
months of straight-time work are given a one-month sick leave.

Separation allowances: two
weeks' pay for employees with five years service.

One week if the employee
was laid off.

Payments for overtime work is
owed to employees for

The company also agreed to make a 
seriety roaster available to the

T.H. Housing Authority
Never Issued Eviction
Order; Has 4,500 Units

The Honolulu Housing Authority has never been forced to use a court order or a legal proceeding to evict the
non-payment of rent or other cause that the lease was particularity was revoked.
The T.H. Housing Authority has over 4,500 units of housing available.

In addition to non-payment of
rent and violation of the pro-

The price of water is to be
$10 for the first 2,000 gallons, $2 for each additional 1,000
gallons.

WILLIAM MELEMAI, police-
man who won his appeal after
he had been convicted of illegal
authorization to run the shop, was

MRS. McKeever Heads
Com. To Recruit 3,000
Donors for Blood Bank

(Agency News Release)
The appointment of Mrs. Hol-

The committee was formed in January
in connection with disaster relief

Mrs. McKeever and her com-

Craziest Argument
Vs. Fair Employment

Ben Stennis (Min.)—I pause at
this point, Mr. President, because I
have in mind a number of other
rastis in the world, besides
Hawaii, and I want to make a
dollar a day, the same as
you, Mr. President. What
is the best way to get
it? The only way to do it
is to keep pace with the
future of the world.
He has conducted himself in a
fair manner, and the
rastis, like you, as I

Are Barards
Un-American?

APPALACHIAN (Roanoke, Va.)—The
American tradition opposes the hiring of barards.

"We believe that only white men should
have the right to remain in this country," he said.

Mrs. McKeever served in army
defense at Ft. Shafter during the war, and has been chairman of the
Committee on National Defense of the
Council of Social Agencies.
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Opposes Hurried Acceptance Without Revision

The following are excerpts from a letter the International Longshoremen's & Warehousemen's Union sent to President Truman asking for his support of the labor-management petition to the Senate against the Taft-Hartley Act. The letter states: "We are writing to urge the Federal Constitution against the newly enacted Taft-Hartley Act. We believe it is a clear violation of the Constitution and that it should be repealed. If we do not act now, the consequences of this act will be disastrous for our country."
Practitioner Pays His Client Off In Delayed Dribbles
(from page 3)

Westinghouse Electric Co. said it was 20 minutes late to complete the repairs on the car. The car was then driven to the airport and the passenger was allowed to continue his journey.

The car was driving very slowly on the highway, and the passenger was able to read a book during the delay. The car eventually reached the airport, where the passenger was met by his family and taken home.

The incident caused a lot of confusion among the travelers, as they were concerned about their flights and schedules. However, the Westinghouse Electric Co. apologized for the inconvenience caused and assured the passengers that they would do their best to avoid such situations in the future.

The car was later repaired and put back into service, and the passenger was able to continue his journey with no further delays. The incident was taken very seriously by the Westinghouse Electric Co., and they made sure to take all necessary precautions to avoid such incidents in the future.
"Tiger Threat Fails To Cow Editor; Once Was Called Too Pro-American"

(from page 3)

frequent situation in the fighting in South Korea.

Mr. Kim says calmly that he has been so busy trying to aware war in the Korean community, including the flu such is: I will stand by anything you have written.

Also Hit As "Pro-American"

During his many years as editor for the Korean-language weekly, (though the Advertiser ships him for "protesting" for the Korean people) there have been complaints from time to time and month to month about his editorials, laughing, were to the effect that the editor was too "pro-American." The reason a war is nothing new for a newspaper. It has happened to Dora Possum and has happened to the Advertiser.

"Well, you remember, Yugo- korean)*a writing appeal by the United Nations that the UN is in control of the 38th parallel. Now, if you will stop at the Yalu River, then I shall be in the habit of writing every- thing I have sold," (The Yalu River separates Korea and China.)

Editor Kim, who has been opposed to the government's policy of non-intervention in the war, had seen his cousin die after being beaten by the Japanese police. Though he had edited the Herald for many years, the job had never paid him, and he was tired of working and he and his wife held jobs outside.

Ouster Attempt Failed

Nevertheless, his real cause was the determination and his ideas were such that when John Park, editor of the Korea Association, fought to oust him, the Herald editorial said then, one child of refugees who had moved from Korea to Japan, the editor staunchly held his position. Last week, having failed in his effort to oust Kim, Park resigned.

For more than 10 years, the RESearch-Ord said that John Park’s motive for his action upon Kim may not have been a very good one. "He is seeking the presidency of the Korea Association," the Herald editorial said.

There are those who say he attacks the newspaper in an effort to further his own cause.

It is also said he may be attempting to use the attention to the financial condition of the NPA, presently reported as not encouraging.

Park’s attack through the medium of the English-language press is thought by some to be the result of his failure to create any strong sentiment against Mr. Kim among younger Korean residents of the United States. For the campaign fund for the president, it is said, Park encounters some Koreans who ask him pointedly whether Mr. Kim’s record is not more successful than that of the government.

"It is a question," said one Korean, "that he has not been able to answer.

Joe Cole, GOP Candidate, Gets Run Out Of ILWU Hall for Profanity, Obscenity

(from page 4)

and have him arrested for disorderly conduct. You wouldn’t do it, would you?" Cole told us. "I’m a Democrat and I tell the police, "We asked Cole to apologize for using the word and we’re sure he wouldn’t, so we told him ‘Get the guy and push him through the door.

The young Puerto Rican stood there in his work clothes, Robert Kunimura, also an ILWU business agent, was considerably miffed. "I don’t see why the cops were out there now, I want to work," He told us. "They were out there because someone else won it, I suppose." He then added: "I don’t think all this was done-as-a result of a contract dispute, I was not happy at the time of the strike, I now want to forget it."

For a while, the shiatsu Chloe was able to handle the rioters, but the rest of the group, including the Russian, had had enough. They had had it with the Cole, and asked him to get out of the way.

"We didn’t have a chance to do anything," Cole said.

Mr. Cole is a driving man who, after giving the plow of this strike, is a level-headed worker who wouldn’t do such a thing," Mr. Cole, among the Republican candidates, is known as a man of principle. He added that his main concern is for the House of Representatives.

"I don’t care what people say," Cole told us. "We are going to have a lot of work to do on the West Coast, and we are going to have to fight for it."

But Cole did have better set foot in the ILWU Hall.

The ILWU had nothing against Cole, but they did not want him there. They considered him a pusher for the Democratic candidate, J. B. Fernandez, and now that he may take over the Cole campaign campaign.

G complexity. Democratic politicians are in high spirits, and the old Democratic public is already embittered and has a tendency to be on guard against “rascals” and “scoundrels.”

"Mr. Cole is not a drinking man," said one of the spokesmen. "He is a man who has a lot of respect for the law."
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LEADER OF 2,500,000 "SUBVERSIVES"

Some 2,500,000 Americans had gone on record as of Sept. 22 as "subversives" by signing the World Peace Appeal, according to Dr. W. E. B. Du Bois, president of the American Committee for Peace, and chairman of the Peace Information Center in New York.

What's more, these two and a half million signers who defied the state department, the local press and other self-appointed supporters of the cold war, were mainly into the Negro states, Alaska, Hawaii, the Canal Zone and Puerto Rico.

And they included a considerable number of people who make up our Armed Services. According to Dr. Du Bois, among the signers were more than 200 American college students, scientists, writers, trade unionists, labor leaders, authors, and intellectuals, including two Nobel Peace Prize winners, seven professors, one former ambassador and several hundred atomic scientists who worked on the atomic bomb built dropped on Hiroshima.

Because They Want Peace

These people signed because they want peace. They're tired of the idea of nations playing with atomic bombs. They know that the maturity of a new world war could bring death and destruction to every living thing. And these signers are 'who have understood the dangers and 'dope' because they wish to live.

When it comes to help the brave propagandists, I'm of course against them. That's in spite of the fact that you can understand how courage must be to hold the entire peace campaign in America. Just what kind of man is Dr. W. E. B. Du Bois, president of the Peace Information Center?

Active In His 80s

Dr. Du Bois is now in his 80s. He has reached the age where those who have managed to stick around have a special responsibility. In his present state, Du Bois is one of the few humans in the United States who can say on whom our government cannot count.

But he has chosen otherwise: Eduador, author, editor, historian, sociologist and statesman; a scientist so renowned he has just been named a life member of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, Du Bois is also actively campaigning for the U.S. Senate as a candidate of the American Labor Party in New York.

I think that the reason why Dr. Du Bois is still active, and will be so until the day he dies, it, because he is a member of a minority group. All his life he has been a champion of the Negro race. He has taken a stand as an enemy of segregation, and the goal has not yet reached.

You see, Du Bois is a Negro. Fight It Closely Fiptup

I think that the fight for equality is tied up closely with the fight for peace. This he believes, and that is why he is making a stand at the United Nations in New York when he announced his candidacy for the Senate.

The backbone of my political thought and activity has been the securing for all Americans, civil and political rights regardless of race or color," he said. "I assumed—too easily—that once color discrimination was done away with, then the issue was taken care of. I was too easy to assume and solve certain basic problems of human prog- ress. I think that I paid for my naivete.

"Behind and beneath this demand for rights lay always the assumption that with the right to vote we were also given the right to know. This would have been a big help for right of human beings to live, work, eat and be sheltered, to be educated from childhood and have their children educated.

Theory of Progress By War

Dr. Du Bois' statement flew in the face of this administration's only goal of civilization—transformed into slogans for universal war; a theory of progress by war and war more, every more radical, every more adventurous, every more energetic.

"I now realize that I, as well as you, am fac- ing the responsibility of the education of man or age suffices to hold me back from a great duty. That duty is one of trying to bring about a better way of life; a way of life where the group or a people gene temporarily insane.

I am concerned with the necessity to keep arousing more and more people to the mortal threat of World War III. It will be 'another achievement in an armor of our achievements to the success of a great leader who helped found the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People.